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¶1UÃzny

SRIMAD NARAYANEEYAM
DASAKAM - 1.
THE GLORY OF THE LORD
DEDICATED TO ARDENT SERVICE AT THE LOTUS FEET OF LORD
Narayana, the presiding deity of Guruvayoor, Brahmasri Melpathur Narayana
Bhattatiri, who gave to the world this great devotional hymn, Srimad
Naryaneeyam, was a great Sanskrit scholar, well-versed in Vedas, free from all
attachments, and a great devotee of the Lord.
Through this work, SRIMAD NARAYANEEYAM, the author enters the path
of unshakable devotion to the Lord. Being concerned with and affectionate to
his fellow-beings, he wants to reveal to them, the greatness and superiority of
his self-chosen path of devotion to the Lord so that they are also encouraged to
adopt the same path to God-realisation. Inspired by an incessant flow of
devotion to the Lord, the poet’s thoughts and feelings find eloquent expression
in these holy verses or slokas in praise of His sportive incarnations. Srimad
Narayaneeyam is nothing but a condensation of Srimad Bhagavata Mahapuranam, a much more detailed account of the stories of Lord Mahavishnu. It
has, however, marvellously captured the essence of the latter. The Supreme
Power, which is the prime cause for the creation of this Universe, referred to as
“Brahman”, is the subject matter of the intended work. In the very beginning
of his work, the author introduces the subject to readers by establishing the
identity of Lord Guruvayoorappan with Brahman, and invokes that Supreme
Power for the successful completion of the difficult task of composing this
hymn, remembering It in all Its auspiciousness.
Thus, in the opening chapter, the author gives a vivid description of the
greatness and glory of the Supreme Brahman. The author brings out clearly
that it is Lord Vishnu who is shining resplendently in the divine and charming
image in the sanctum sanctorum of the temple at Guruvayoor while portraying
the origin, composition, the all-surpassing beauty of His form, His affection
towards His devotees, His readiness to grant their desires, even unasked, His
superiority over other Gods, and finally, how He alone is entitled to the epithet
of “Bhagavan”.
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¶1º~Üpnpº}Ûm¶z¶(ÀÓUzp}ÛwËUÃny
nhÚnn\ÚwÃmVy(ªÓ nºp®yVª(ÓÕ\ÃÚ®mxzª
®nyº«*ªÓ®nVzyº*ªÓ®n1yVßÃU®nx«zyny§
 pªÖlÚÖyYÃpºn~Ü~Üpº~Ü[«Vy(ªÓwËVWª
VWeÚ®V-\§Ú1º~Üpnpº}ÃÛßnVx1zªBnny§ 
D1S1

6cQGUcQDQGcYDEpGKcWPDND$QXSDPLWD.cODGn|cYDGKLEK\cP
1LUPXNWD1LW\DPXNWD1LJDPD|DWDVDKDVUnvD1LUEKcV\DPcQDP
$VSD}tD'f}tDPcWUn3XQDUXUXSXUX}cUWKcWPDND%UDKPDWDWWYDP
7DWWcYDGEKcWL6cN}cGJXUXSDYDQDSXUn+DQWD%KcJ\D-DQcQcP

 nz nhÚnn\ÚwÃmVy(ªÓ  VWª nºp®yVª (ÓÕ\ÃÚ®mxzª ®nyº«*ªÓ ®n1yV
ßÃU ®nx«zynª pªÖ lÚÖyYÃ pºn ~Üpº~Ü[«Vy(ªÓ wË zV§ VV§ VV§
1º~Üpnpº}ÃÛ-V§x®V Bnny§x1zªßnV 
Meaning:

zV§wË
nhÚnn\ÚwÃmVy(ªÓ
VWª nºp®yVª
®nyº«*ªÓ(ÓÕ\ÃÚ®mxzª
®nx«zynª
®n1yVßÃU
pªÖ
~Üpº~Ü[«Vy(ªÓ
lÚÖyYÃpºn
®nVzyº*ªÓ
VV§VV§-V§x®V
1º~Üpnpº}ÃÛ
ßnVx1zªBnny§

That, which is Brahman,
the embodiment of Infinite Bliss and Pure Consciousness
which is real and has no comparison,
which is totally free from limitations of time and space,
well-expounded, (but with difficulty)
by innumerable expositions in the scriptures,
which is indistinct, (but)
(becomes) the manifestation of Moksha, or Salvation, the
ultimate of the four objects of human life (Purusharthas)
immediately on realisation, (as one’s own self)
liberated perpetually (from the illusion of Maya ), and
that shines verily, right in front of our eyes,
in (the shrine of ) Guruvayoor.
Wonderful indeed, is the fortune of mankind !
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Commentary D1S1
Yes! Mankind is fortunate indeed, for having been blessed with the shrine of
Guruvayoor, and the Lord, in the form of Guruvayoorappan, ever willing to
grant the glorious vision of His charming form to, and shower His blessings on
the multitude of ardent devotees who throng the shrine every day, some with
desires to be fulfilled, many, thanking Him for favours already granted, and a
few without any such thoughts, just to offer their humble prostrations. And
when this bewitching image of the Lord has been presented at the behest of the
Lord Himself for the benefit of mankind in the Kali-yuga, is not that mankind
fortunate?
The questions frequently asked by our own children are, “What is God ?”,
“Where is He?”, “Does God have a form and what does He look like? ”, and so
on. These are indeed, very difficult questions to answer, and easy at the same
time, as “Narayaneeyam” contains all the answers. The Supreme Power, which
is the source of all energy, the prime cause for the creation, sustenance and
dissolution of the Universe, the driving force for all activity, seen and unseen,
the life-force of all living beings, and which is capable of doing, not doing and
doing things in a different way, we call that power, as God. People call it by
many different names. It is not the name that matters. It is the concept. We
have come to call that Supreme Power by the name of “God”, or “Brahman”,
“Para-brahman”, “Paramatman”, “Supreme Consciousness”, “Supreme Spirit”
and the like. Let us refer to it here as “Brahman”.
The various attributes given in the sloka above describe “Brahman”. Brahman
is present everywhere at the same time (omnipresent). But one cannot directly
see it, feel it or hear it. Brahman is the embodiment of Eternal Bliss and
Supreme Knowledge. Philosophers say that Brahman is the only thing that is
real and eternal. It has no beginning and no end, has no dimensions, is very
indistinct, is beyond time and space, has no comparison, is beyond all worldly
illusions (Maya), is very difficult to describe, and is the bestower of Moksha or
salvation to anyone who is able to “realise” or understand Its true nature.
Brahman is, in short, God Almighty without form. In spiritual language,
Brahman is “God, Unmanifested”.
If this is so, how can we think of, worship or meditate on an imaginary object
that has no shape, form or any other attributes?
The author says, it is this same invisible and imperceptible Brahman That
shines right in front of our eyes, in the form of an image inside the shrine of
Guruvayoor, displaying Itself to the devotees, with the sole objective of
showering blessings on them. It is repeated time and again in the later slokas
that the divine image of the Lord, moulded out of pure Sattva-guna (the essence
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of all that is good and subtle) and the “unmanifested” or “Impersonal” God
(God without form) are one and the same. But how can a person, who doesn’t
have even the basic knowledge of what is “unmanifested”, appreciate these two
entities?
In this sloka and those which follow in this dasakam, the concept of
worshipping Brahman in the “manifested” (with form) and “unmanifested”
(without form) states has been expounded. First, the Supreme Being or
Brahman is described by various epithets listed in the sloka. The description
would suggest that Brahman is the ‘Impersonal Absolute God’ Who is not
capable of inspiring love and devotion, but this idea is immediately rectified by
the explanations in the succeeding slokas, that He is simultaneously Personal
too (sloka 4). This Divine Person is identified with Lord Mahavishnu who has
incarnated with all His powers (Poorna-avatara) and attributes as Sri Krishna
(sa-guna, with gunas or attributes ) and this very Lord Sri Krishna is conceived
as manifest in His image at the temple of Guruvayoor.
Therefore, the author starts the epic with the expression “nhÚnn\ÚwÃmVy(ªÓ ”,
which describes Brahman as the embodiment of never ending bliss “ nn\Ú”
(Eternal Bliss or ever-lasting happiness) and “ wÃm” (Supreme Knowledge or
Pure Consciousness.)
In what way is this Eternal Bliss different from the other happiness or sensual
pleasure we enjoy every day? The happiness derived from sensual pleasures is
but ephemeral (transient or short-lived) in effect. As we all know, our body has
five sense organs, viz. the eyes, the tongue, the nose, the skin and the ears,
which, when united with the corresponding sense-objects, viz., form, taste,
smell, touch and sound respectively, give rise to certain pleasures. But these
pleasures last only so long as such relationship exists. For instance, the eyes see
a beautiful “form” or visual object and send the message to the brain which
constitutes the “senses” (mind). The mind enjoys it. The same happens when
we hear some sweet music or experience a fragrant smell. These are known as
sensual pleasures, as they are related to the senses. But the moment such
external object, the source of that pleasure is removed, the pleasure also goes.
This is true of all the five sense-organs. Hence it is said that all such sensual
pleasures are transient or temporary in nature. In contrast, the “ nn\Ú” (bliss)
which is not due to the contact of the sense organs and their respective senseobjects, and which is unmixed with sorrow, is the very nature of Brahman
and it is eternal . But how does one get to it?
The first and foremost qualification required for understanding God is purity of
mind. Our great seers have taught us that by cultivating indifference to the
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transient worldly pleasures and exercising effective control on the sense-organs
and the mind, and performing one’s duty with no desire for the fruits thereof
over a long period of time, one attains purity of mind. If one focuses this pure
mind on God, without being polluted by other thoughts (with single-minded
devotion) and meditates on Him with undivided attention, one can realise1 one’s
identity with God, the Supreme Brahman, the embodiment of Bliss. By
repeatedly concentrating one’s mind on God, the sense-organs and the mind
come under perfect control. In course of time, one’s good deeds bear fruit, and
one experiences Brahman. The Bliss one gets at that time is beyond words. In
that state, all types of impulses for mundane pleasures are completely destroyed.
Therefore, sorrow, the enemy of joy can never gain entry into his mind. As the
illusion that the body is the Self has been exterminated, there is no break in the
enjoyment of bliss. Once such a realisation dawns, one merges with the Eternal
Bliss.
The expression, “nhÚnn\ÚwÃmVy(ªÓ ” brings out the nature of Brahman clearly,
reflecting the Vedic description, “®nVzªDnynn\ªÚ wË” (Brahman is nothing but
Eternal Bliss and Supreme Knowledge).
When it is known that Brahman is Supreme Bliss, it is but natural that even the
layman could get tempted to attain this state. It would be easier for all to grasp
the meaning of Brahman and work towards the same, if it can be described that
the Brahman is “like this” or “like that” by comparison, with examples. But the
impossibility of this is brought out by the use of the word, “ nºp®yVª”, meaning
that such comparison is not possible, because, nothing comparable, even similar
to it in character, is in existence. Our scriptures declare “&(ÓyÃ ®iÚV¶zª wË”
Ch. Up. 6-2/1. (Brahman is only one, there is no second equal to it). As there is
no other object which is eternal, pure and limitless, with the characteristics of
Pure Consciousness and Eternal Bliss, within or without its own kind, Brahman
is unique and incomparable. However, when we hear about the two entities
“Jivatman” (the individual soul enshrined in the body and which is responsible
for giving life) and “Paramatman” (Brahman, the Supreme Consciousness), this
leads some to ask how Brahman is without a second. Upanishads declare that
while Paramatman is omniscient and the embodiment of Eternal Bliss,
Jivatman is always torn asunder with innumerable sufferings, and is full of
imperfect knowledge. Hence it could be argued as to how these two entities are
one and the same, when their properties are diametrically opposite. It should
be understood that they are treated differently only in customary practice, but, in
1

This experience is referred to as “ Vy-V(Ó}Û”( Self-realisation.) or spiritual enlightenment.
This will be dealt with in detail in chapters to come, mainly in Dasakam 4.
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reality, they are just one and the same. Similar to the image of an object in the
mirror, Jivatman is nothing but the reflection of the Supreme Consciousness
on the mental faculties, which happen to be shrouded by the veil of ignorance.
Once this veil is destroyed and replaced by Supreme Knowledge, the image
merges with the object- so also Jivatman with Paramatman, thereby proving
the oneness of these two apparently different entities. Therefore, Brahman
is, unique, without a second.
Now let us view it from a different angle. All objects within the reach of our
perception are bound by time and space. So, on this basis, if we try to locate
Brahman in a particular place at a particular time, so as to experience it, it
would be impossible, as, Brahman is beyond time and space (ÓÕ\ÃÚ®mxzª
®nyº«*ªÓ  It has neither beginning nor end. As It is eternal and all-pervading,
one cannot say that It exists only for a particular time in a particular area, or
when It was born or when It would end. As Brahman has no birth, continuance,
growth, transformation, decay, death or any other similar attributes, and is not
limited by space, it follows that Brahman is only one, non-dual and Eternal
Bliss itself.
Thus, there exists Brahman, having no distinguishing marks, features or
properties, totally contradicting our mundane experience. On what authority
can we believe that Brahman exists? The poet brings out the authority by
saying “®n1yVßÃU ®nx«zyny§” (expounded repeatedly by numerous
explanations in the scriptures). The words “V” (hundred) and “ß”
(thousand) are just meant to convey the sense of “innumerable” and do not have
any numerical significance. “&(ÓÃ \ÃÚ «x½VÃº 1½SÙ «zp¶ «x½VnV}ÛVy”:
Sv.Up. 6/11 (the one effulgent Being is hidden in all creatures; He is allpervading and is the in-dwelling Self of all.) “V}Û®VÃ(ÓyVy®V§” Ch.Up.7-1/3
(A knower of the Atman goes beyond grief).“VyÃ®®\ÚV ®VyÀVzºyÃ®V nnz
pn[®gVÃznz ” Sv.Up. 6/15 (By knowing that Brahman alone, one goes
beyond death; there is no other way to the ultimate goal ):. These quotations
from the Vedas and Upanishads establish beyond doubt that there is one and
only one reality and that is called Brahman. The knowledge or realisation of
Brahman, in other words, the so-called “enlightenment” alone, is the ultimate
panacea for all sufferings and the raft to cross the “Ocean of Samsara”,
otherwise called “ª}Û1}Û:”, (the unending cycle of births and deaths the
Jiva is made to undergo; also known as trans-migration or metem-psychosis).
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In spiritual matters, the Vedas which are words uttered by God and the credible
pronouncements of great saints are the best authorities.
It is no understatement that although we hear these debates over and over again,
we mortals are not able to perceive Brahman through our sensory organs. All
the same, if one doubts that it is not in our practice to accept things, just on the
basis of hearsay, this question is answered by the expression “ pªÖ” (Unclear,
blurred) for, the majority of the aspirants continue to remain unenlightened,
shrouded by the veil of unlimited ignorance, and are going through millions of
birth-death cycles. They sink deeper and deeper into the quagmire of this
worldly existence, viz. Samsara, repeating the same sins, day in and day out,
getting more and more attached to the egoistic mind and feeling of ownership,
like “I do”, “I enjoy”, “my children”, “my wife”, “my house”, etc.
The incidence of good and evil in this universe is governed by three constituents
of nature, called “Gunas” 2. There are three gunas, viz., Sattva (all that is good
and subtle), Rajas (intense activity) and Tamas (inertia). Predominance of Rajas
and Tamas results in vitiation of the senses, and sinful deeds will follow. Such
people will not be able to experience the presence of Brahman. At the same
time, those who have predominance of Sattva-guna refrain from committing
such sinful deeds and do not engage themselves in worldly pursuits ending in
transient pleasures. They perform their duties without getting motivated by
selfish desires, and dedicate all their actions to the Almighty, unconcerned
regarding the fruits thereof. They do good just for the sake of doing good. In
the process, they get their senses cleansed of all evil and gain purity of mind.
After receiving the proper initiation from the right preceptor, they meditate on
the Almighty with a high level of concentration, with the concept of oneness
with the Supreme Consciousness. Regular practice of this leads them to
enlightenment, when the Brahman becomes “pªÖ”= (clear). For all others, it
will continue to be “ pªÖ” =Unclear, blurred. The words of this section of the
sloka can also be logically rearranged as “®n1yVßÃU pªÖ®nx«zynª”
meaning, “even thousands of elucidations in the Vedas and Upanishads have
described Brahman only vaguely and indistinctly “zVÃ <Ã ®nV«nVÃ pÌpz
ynß”: Tait. Up. 2/4. (Words fail to reach Brahman and together with the
mind return baffled!): “<®(ÓV<®(ÓVy®xmWÃ º®V}Û®p”: (Even Vedas, not being
very clear about it, say about Brahman only with a certain amount of fear and
awe!)
2

The explanation about theThree GUNAS is given in detail under Sloka 3 of this dasakam.
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Even Vedas do not describe Brahman unequivocally. They describe Brahman
indirectly in three or four ways. Eliminate all known materials and the
remainder is Brahman! or,“¬ .ºÕ \ª wË”: Ch. Up. 3.14.1 (whatever we see
or hear is Brahman) or even, “ zVÃy®nx½V®nBznVÃ”: Tait. Up. 3/1. (That
from which the five elements are born).
It therefore follows that it is extremely difficult to understand Brahman. It
cannot be perceived by the unenlightened ones. Can the enlightened souls like
Siddhas who have experienced Brahman describe it to us? This is also not
possible as explained by “lÚÖyYÃ pºn ~Üpº~Ü[«Vy(ªÓ”– as soon as they are
enlightened, they are granted Liberation and they merge with Brahman. There
is no question of their returning to this world to communicate with us. It is
comparable to a doll made of salt enlivened and sent to measure the depth of
the ocean! The doll dissolves in the ocean and loses its identity. The same way,
the enlightened souls merge with the Infinite and attain ever-lasting bliss. This
is brought out by the word “ ®nVzyº*ªÓ”. Brahman is totally separated from
worldly objects like the body and sensory experiences like sickness, pleasure,
pain etc. Brahman creates these illusory things by its power of illusion, just as a
magician creates things by sleight of his hand. Brahman is not connected with
the worldly matters, just as the magician is not connected with the things he
apparently creates.
The word Brahman is derived from the root “ wÀª§ß ” which means, “to grow,
expand, cause to grow, nourish, etc. “ wÀªß®V®VwËn§”. What causes to grow
is Brahman.  Brahman associated with Maya, has become this universe
consisting of gross and subtle objects, and hence the name. Brahman is
described in this sloka without any of its attributes, i.e., as Nirguna-Brahman,
(the Impersonal Absolute). As said earlier, it is the same Brahman that shines
effulgently with all its attributes in the shrine of Guruvayoor. Such difference
between 1ºU (full of attributes, manifested) and ®n1º«U (devoid of any
attributes, unmanifested) is only due to the involvement of Maya.
“ynÇnºhÚÖzª nÇß nn²V®(ÓHn yÀVzÃyÀVzºypÏÃ®Vzß nnÃpz®V ” :
Br.Up. 4.4.19. (Brahman is to be known through the mind alone according to
the instructions of a teacher; there is no diversity whatsoever in it; he who sees
diversity, as it were, in it, goes from death to death.) Whatever diversity is
perceived in it is only apparent, being super-imposed on it by ignorance.
Brahman is beyond words and mental perception, and is hardly accessible to
even those seekers of emancipation, who keep practising all the rituals
incessantly and flawlessly with great devotional fervour. At the same time, It is
easily available for the mere asking, explicitly present, shining effulgently,
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right in front of our eyes, without any discrimination, in the great shrine of
Guruvayoor! This hard realisation of the infinite truth and the consequent sense
of happiness overflowing from the mind of the poet is reflected in the
spontaneous outburst, “ßnVx1zªBnny§(Lo! How fortunate mankind is!)
Such easy accessibility to Brahman without undertaking any pains or going
through rituals, as stated earlier, is indeed, the result of the merit the devotees
have acquired during their previous births. What else can be said?
Even those devotees who visit the shrine for the first time, concede their
experiencing the benign presence of a Divine Vitality (Divya-chaithanyam) not
felt in other temples. This proves the Divine origin of the image, as told in the
legendary history of Guruvayoor (given under D38S7). The idol is said to
have been created by Brahma and worshipped by Vasudeva and Devaki for
three generations and later by Lord Krishna Himself at Dwaraka. So there is
nothing surprising in devotees experiencing this extra-ordinary divine
sensation!
It is also pointed out here that just as the Lord fulfils the
mundane desires of His devotees, the Lord also bestows salvation on those
who worship Him as Brahman with a desire for emancipation. In the case of
our great poet, he came to the great Guruvayoor temple with the firm belief that
worship of the Lord was the supreme medicine for getting cured of his physical
ailment which he had voluntarily accepted from his preceptor. It looks as
though he composed this great devotional hymn, an abridgement of Srimad
Bhagavata Mahapuranam, sitting in front of the deity in the temple, to
demonstrate to and advise the common people, through his own example, that
the Lord’s worship alone could abate their pains and sufferings, both physical
and mental.
The word “Guru-pavana-pura” means the town of Guruvayoor. If split into two
words Guru and Pavana-pura, the word GuruÜbecomes an adjective qualifying
the noun Brahman and Pavana-pura will mean the body, supporting the five
vital airs.When we equate this with the expression “1º~Ü}ÃÛp}ªÛwË” as given in
the Vedas, it follows that Brahman is the Supreme Preceptor for the whole
Universe.
Again, if we look at the derivation of the word 1º~Ü, “1º(Ó}ÛVº
nm(Ó}ÛVV§ ~Ü(Ó}Û V®o}ÛÃm(Ó nm(Ó}Û®n}ÛÃmVV§ 1º~Ü®}ÛVz®xm¶zVÃ ” (the letter
“Gu” means the darkness of ignorance and the letter “ru” means the selfeffulgent Knowledge that destroys the ignorance. As Brahman bestows the
knowledge of the Self on those with purified intellects and destroys their
ignorance, Brahman is the Supreme Preceptor. The very same Brahman shines
as individual soul (Jiva or Jivatman) enshrined in the body of each one of the
living beings, which is the abode of the five life-winds or vital airs, or Pavana pªÖlÚÖyYÃpºn~Ü~Üpº~Ü[«Vy(ªÓwËVWy§ VWeÚ®V-\§Ú1º~Üpnpº}ÃÛßnVx1zªBnny§ 
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pura. The concept of the Upanishads, “ ®n¶ }ÃÛ zyVyVWy® ”
(You fool! Brahman is indestructible and is devoid of birth-death cycles. You,
the Jivatman, and the Paramatman or Brahman are one and the same !) is also
Therefore, one need not go to the solitude of the caves or
reflected.
undertake difficult pilgrimages seeking God and Salvation, but discover the
Paramatman enshrined in one’s own lotus-heart (¡ß\ÚzpºUPØ}Û¶(ªÓ ), irrespective
of caste, creed, religion or nationality. He can also be worshipped at any time,
at any place, without any restrictions! “ ßnVx1zª Bnny§” (How fortunate
mankind is!)
In this opening sloka itself, the poet has indicated by using the expression,
“nhÚnn\ÚwÃmVy(ªÓwËVVª” that it is “Brahman”, the Supreme ConsciousnessBliss, the subject matter of discussion, by the word “~Üpº~Ü[«Vy(ªÓ”, that
“Moksha” or Salvation is the ultimate goal, and by “ßnVx1zª Bnny§ ”, that
the fortunate readers are the Adhikarins, the participants. After making this
formal introduction of the work he has undertaken, the author now goes into
further details to elucidate the points he has already made.
The next sloka deals with the importance of worshipping Guruvayoorappan and
the needlessness of seeking help from smaller deities.

&ª\ºÚ«ÕxzVºnz®pºÕxVzßVÕwmÃz\ÚnzV§
Vn<®mzxB®VwVBn-ºhÚVÇvºÓJÃÖzy§
&VÃViÚzªVº²[}ÛV}Ûyn®p¶PØpßVzÇ
®nÃVynyÃnª1º~Üpnpº}Ûm¶yÃzy 

D1S2

YD'XUODEK\DYDVWXQ\DSL6XODEKDWD\c+DVWDODEGKn<DGDQ\DW
7DQYc9cFc'KL\c9c%KDMDWL%DWD-DQD.}XGUDWDLYD6SKXtn\DP
Wn7cYDGYD\D7X6WKLUDWDUDPDQDVc9L|YDSducSDKDW\DL
1L||n}cWPcQDPnQD*XUXSDYDQDSXUcuKd|DPnYc|UD\cPD

 nz&ª \ºÚ«ÕxzVº®nºÕxVzßVÕwmÃ ®pBn nzV§ Vn<®mz
xB®V ®VzV§ zª pÖ-ºhÚV& Vº&VÃ zª VV§®p¶PØpßVzÇ
²[}ÛV}Ûyn®nÃVynª&nª1º~Üpnpº}Ûm¶ª& zy 
Meaning:

&ª\ºÚ«ÕxzVº®n
ßVÕwmÃºÕxVz

Thus, when this object {(1)Brahman, (2) Human birth,
(3) Bhakti-yoga, (4) Bhagavatam} which is rare to get,
is made available at hand with considerable ease,
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nzV§
®VzV§
zªpÖ-ºhÚV&
Vº&VÃzªVV§
²[}ÛV}Ûyn
zy&nª
1º~Üpnpº}Ûm¶ª&
®nÃVynª
®p¶PØpßVzÇ
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even then, man (1)worships (2) pursues
with (his) body, words, or even mind,
other (1) deities, (2)worldly objects, (3)Yogas, (4) books.
Such a thing (to happen),
this is but base nature indeed!
But here, we, on our part,
with a firmly focussed mind,
do seek refuge in this (God),
the Lord of Guruvayoor alone (!)
Who is immanent (the in-dweller) in all beings,
for eradication of all woes. (all woes of the Universe!)

Commentary D1S2
The author says that even when rare objects are made available right on the
palm of the hand unasked, as aforesaid, people do not make the best use of the
opportunity, but unfortunately, keep pursuing other base objects, betraying their
lack of discrimination.
There are four rare objects considered here. 1. Brahman, 2. Birth as a human
being, 3. Bhakti-yoga (the path of devotion) and 4. Srimad Bhagavata Mahapuranam. Let us consider each one of these separately:
1. Rare object - Brahman. In order to attain the state of realisation of Brahman
as detailed in the previous sloka, one has to go through a very difficult process.
First of all, one has to master the four-fold sadhanas (sadhana-chathushtayam)3.
Then, under the guidance of a knowledgeable preceptor, (Guru), he has to
practice meditation on Paramatman without allowing the mind to wander. This
procedure may have to be continued for long before the actual realisation takes
place. We know that this is a very hard and long-drawn process. At the same
time, we know that this Supreme Consciousness or Divine Vitality is available
just for the asking in the shrine of Guruvayoor. In spite of all this, it is a pity
3

The four-fold sadhanas or preliminary qualifications, the means to the attainment of
knowledge, are: 1.Vairagya (dispassion or detachment), 2.Viveka (discrimination),
3. shat-sampatthis (six treasures) and 4.Mumukshuthwam (yearning for liberation.).
The six treasures under item 3 above, are, Sama (abandonment of desires), Dama (restraint of
the external functions of the organs), Upaarati (turning away from all sense-objects), Titiksha
(patient endurance of sorrow and pain), Sraddha (faith in the words of Vedas and teachers),
and Samadhana (Concentrationof the mind on the only object “SAT” (Brahman).
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that ignorance continues to haunt people, driving them to other deities, (why, to
demi-gods or petty deities like Yakshis, sylphs, and even to evil spirits,) asking
for small favours. In the process, they perform all sorts of rituals, say, physical,
---circumambulations and prostrations, verbal---chanting, reciting, singing their
names, mental---meditation, and the like. But we, (the author and other likeminded devotees) being convinced that worship of Lord Guruvayoorappan is far
superior to worship of all other deities, have withdrawn our minds from all
mundane pursuits and fixed them firmly on His Lotus Feet. We pray with
ardent devotion for eradication of the three-fold miseries4 we are subject to, and
to grant us the ultimate goal of salvation. What the author is trying to project
is that the pains one takes to propitiate other deities, if directed towards
Guruvayoorappan, would be more effective and would bring more long-lasting
and tangible results. Our prayers are not devoted to secure fruits to ourselves
alone, but also for the eradication of the three-fold miseries of the inhabitants of
the entire Universe. This is conveyed by the expression “®p¶PØpßVzÇ”.
It should be noted that those aspirants who meditate on God with “Nishkamabhakti ” or devotion free from desires are the foremost or of the highest order
among devotees (Utthama-adhikarins), those who worship for the fulfilment of
desires, the mediocre ones (Madhyama-adhikarins), and those who approach the
smaller deities for fulfilment of base desires, the lowest type (Adhamaadhikarins).
2. Rare object - ynºzBny, (Manushya-janma)---- Birth as a human being.
Being born as a human being can be considered the greatest achievement in the
birth-death cycle of any individual soul (the Jivatman). The present birth as a
human being is the net result of all the merits acquired over millions of
incarnations the Jivatman has undergone, not to speak of the good and bad
actions and the results thereof. It is the natural order of things that every
Jivatman tries to improve its performance birth after birth so that it can finally
get promoted to the human cadre. Man is the only living being which is
endowed with the power of discrimination. Hence birth as a human being is
considered the rarest gift of God and the stepping stone to Self-realisation and
the final beatitude or salvation.

“ VpYzª” the three types of miseries afflicting man are,
i  mz²Vy(ªÓ Addhyatmika), relating to the body, like sickness,
(ii) ®m\ÇÚ®(ªÓ Adhideivika), caused by natural calamities like flood, earth-quake, etc., and
(iii) ®mxÇ®V(ªÓ Adhibhouthikam) by other living beings.

4
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Although a golden opportunity to worship the embodiment of Eternal Bliss and
Supreme Knowledge is given right in the palm of the hand, in the form of the
Lord of Guruvayoor, people are, apparently due to ignorance, incapable of using
their power of discretion to realise how precious the opportunity is. It is indeed
unfortunate that they continue to spend their time and energy in pursuing other
trifling worldly objects physically, orally and mentally! The real cause for this
is their ignorance, caused by the predominance of the gunas, Rajas and Tamas.
They deserve to be pitied. 
3. Rare object – Bhakti-yoga. ( the path of devotion)
The superiority of Bhakti-yoga to other paths like Karma-yoga (the path of
action, duty) and Jnana-yoga (the path of Knowledge) is emphasised here. The
aspect of Bhakti-yoga, being much easier to practise when compared to the
other Yogas, by listening to the stories of the Lord, by singing His glory, by
repeating His names, etc., has been expounded in this work, again and again, by
the author. One who thinks of the Lord all the time and keeps worshipping Him
without being prompted by desires, stands the chance of reaching His Lotus
Feet and attaining Salvation at the end of the present birth itself !
When such an easy route to salvation by practising the path of devotion is
available to us, is it not ridiculous to spend our time and energy resorting to
other thorny paths like Karma-yoga and Jnana-yoga? Is it not like eating a
bitter pill when a piece of candy can do the trick?
4.

Rare object – The Bhagavata Maha Puranam.
Being the last of the eighteen Mahapuranas written by Veda Vyasa, who himself
is said to be an incarnation of Lord Narayana, this is the only major work which
describes, in detail, the stories of the sportive incarnations of the Lord. It is
said that this Holy Book was handed over by the Lord Himself to His trusted
lieutenant, Uddhava just before His divine ascent to Vaikunta at the end of
Dwapara-yuga, with the solemn assurance that this Holy Book would be a
substitute for His physical presence and would serve as the panacea for all
miseries of Kali-yuga. It is believed that Lord Sri Krishna resides in this
book.
“ ¶yeÚ1V.zÃzªpÌVz-(ÀÓU&®ß ¶(ÀÓVÃ®yzn[yº*Ó{[¬
x1}ÃÛ ” Bhag. Ma: 6/30. (Here is Sri Krishna Himself, manifest before us
under the name of Srimad Bhagavatam; I have sought You, O Lord! for being
rescued from the ocean of mundane existence!). Such a great treasure, rare
indeed to obtain, has reached us through millions of generations starting from
Brahma, through sage Narada and the like. When such rare material, capable of
redressing all our woes and emancipating us, is available at hand, why are we,
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instead of making use of it, reading other books ? Hence true devotees of the
Lord keep reading portions of the book ritualistically every day or at least
whenever they can. It is said that he who reads a chapter, or if not, a sloka,
half a sloka or even a quarter of it every day will receive the Lord’s blessings
and attain salvation.
“ÕÃ(Óm¬ÕÃ(Óp\ªÚ®nVzªx1VÃeÚy§ pN×yº.ÃnÇz\Ú¶<>Õ®p}Ûª1®Vy§ 
Bhag. Ma. 3/33. (If you seek the highest destiny, read even yourself 5, everyday,
one half, or even a quarter of a sloka from Srimad Bhagavatam).
The words of this sloka may also be
Implied meaning of this sloka:
rearranged logically in a slightly different manner. “zª Vº zy
1º~Üpnpº}Ûm¶ª&nª&Vn<®nÃVynª®mz²[}ÛV}Ûyn®p¶PØpßVzÇ”
meaning that “we (zª Vº ) continue to worship ( zy) Guruvayoorappan,
that Lord present in this book Srimad Bhagavatam, (1º~Üpnpº}Ûm¶ª &nª &)
using the abridged (Vn<) version (meaning Narayaneeyam), in its entirety,
all the 18,000 slokas of Srimad Bhagavatam condensed into 1036 slokas, taking
into account, all the ten attributes of a Puranam without leaving anything behind
(®nÃVynª), authored by a very intelligent person with full application of the
faculties of a very highly intellectual mind with great devotional fervour, in
crisp and profound language, without losing the real gist of it, ®mz
²[}ÛV}Ûyn  thereby giving us the indication that Srimad Narayaneeyam is
nothing but an epitome of Srimad Bhagavatam. Why is this being done ? The
answer is, ‘®p¶PØpßVzÇ”, meaning “for the sake of eradication of the woes of
the entire Universe, both mental and physical!”
It must be borne in mind that reading and understanding the 18, 000 slokas of
Srimad Bhagavata Mahapuranam, especially by the uneducated masses, is no
easy task. For such people, is this not a blessing?
This sloka contains the figure of speech called “ÃÕ:”6.

5





“ ÕÃ(Óm¬ÕÃ(Óp\ªÚ®nVzªx1VÃeÚy§ pN×yº.ÃnÇz\Ú¶<>Õ®p}Ûª 1®Vy§
Bhag. Ma. 3/33.The accent
is on the word yº.ÃnÇ which is reading using one’s own faculties. Hearing somebody else
reading is given only secondary importance. There is nothing like reading by oneself ! Note
the importance of daily Parayanam of Bhagavatam, that too, by oneself!.
6

nn[«ªzÃÕ:, double entendre, susceptibility of a word or sentence to yield two or more
interpretations (regarded as a figure of speech and very commonly used by poets, in this case,
the word“\ºÚ«ÕxzVº ” meaning four different things, Brahman, human birth, Bhakti-yoga and
Srimad Bhagavata Mahapuranam.
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This sloka contains the gist of the third sloka in Srimad Bhagavatam which
reads thus: “®n1y(ÓpV}ÛÃ1«®ÕVª vÓªÕ º(Óyº.\ÚyÀVhÚªzºVy§  ®pwV x1Vª
}ÛyÕzª yººß}ÛßÃ }Û®(Ó xº® xº(Ó ” (O Devotees, who have a taste for
divine joy! Drink the nectar of this Supreme Bliss which is the essence of the
fruit, by name “Bhagavatam” of the wish-yielding tree of the Vedas, fallen off
on the earth, from the mouth of the parrot-like Sage, Suka. Go on drinking this
divine nectar again and again, till there is consciousness left in you!)
From the standpoint of literary workmanship, we can say that this sloka has
contributed to render this work, a Kavya7 of ‘class one’ stature.
The author now goes about giving us a picturesque description of the composition of the Divine, sweet and charming image of the Lord, to aid meditation on
His form.

WªzWV§p}Ûxzª p®}Û(ÓÕnVÃ®ny«ªÕVÃnV\§Ú
x½VÇx½«VÃ²nhÚzÇVÃpº®}Û®Vwºß½zVÃz'zy§
VV§<>ÕVg\>Õ®\ÚVp}Ûº.®<\§Ú1x«®nx«Ýpy§
V²yn§mnz}ÛynVÃº®Vy®Vymº}ÃÛº1ÌÃß®1ÌÃßVÃ 

D1S3




6DWYD<DWWDW3DUcEK\cP$SDULNDODQDWp1LUPDOD7nQD7cYDG
%KeWDLUEKeWnQGUL\DLVWn9DSXULWL%DKXUe\DWn9\cVDYcN\DP
7DW6YDFFKDWYcG\DGDFFKcGLWDSDUDVXNKDFLGJDUEKDQLUEKcVDUeSDP
7DVPLQ'KDQ\c5DPDQWnUXWLPDWLPDGKXUn6XJUDKn9LJUDKn7n

 nzVV§p}Ûxzª p®}Û(ÓÕnV®ny«ªÕVªzV§VÃnVV§x½VÇx½VÃ²nhÚzÇVÃ
pº®Vz'zªwºß½zVÃ <>ÕVV§ <>Õ®\ÚVp}Ûº.®<\§Ú1x«®nx«Ýpª
VV§ pº zV§º®Vy®Vymº}ÃÛº1ÌÃßVÃV²yn§®1ÌÃßmnz}ÛynVÃ 

7

.The master sentiment depicted is Bhakti. A lasting or permanent feeling (Sthayee-bhava) is

provided by the great attachment to the Lord due to the merits acquired during the previous
births or on account of any other reason. Then there are other qualities (Bhavas) like
Vibhavas, viz., Alambana (supportive), eg., the Lord Himself, and Uddeepaka (inflaming), eg.,
listening to the Lord’s stories, Anubhavas (external manifestations) eg., experiences like
sweda ( perspiration) and Romancha (hair standing on end) and Vyabhichari-bhavas
(diversions) like disgust, loathing, humiliation, etc. “'zª }ÛVy(Óy§ (Ózª ” (A Kavya is nothing
but inspired words.)
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Meaning:

z'zª½zVÃ
wºßVÃpº®V
x½VÃ²nhÚzÇzV§
VÃnVV§x½VÇ
VV§Vª®ny«ªÕ
p®}Û(ÓÕnVp}Ûxzª
V²yn§®1ÌÃßVÃzV§
<>Õ®\ÚVp}Ûº.
®<\§Ú1x«®nx«Ýpª
VV§<>ÕVV§
º®Vy®Vymº}ÃÛº1ÌÃß
mnz}ÛynVÃ

“The words of Sage Veda-vyasa are being heard
many times, that Your divine image is (constituted) of
the (five) elements and the (eleven) organs,
which originated from
that (called) Sattva-guna, which is of pristine purity,
being unmixed with the other two (Rajas and Tamas).
In that image of Yours, the form of which is
extremely effulgent, having the Supreme Consciousness- Bliss underlying within, which is unobstructed
on account of its(of Sattva) pristine purity, and which is
all sweetness to the ears and the mind, and easy to grasp,
the blessed devotees do revel.”

Commentary D1S3
This sloka eulogises the qualities of Sattva-guna (the constituent of nature,
which is the essence of all that is good and subtle) which is embodied in the
divine attributes of the Lord. An exposition of all the three Gunas is essential
to appreciate the meaning of this sloka.
To start with, "Maya", which is the root cause for the existence of this entire
universe and the creations therein, is an admixture of all the three Gunas,
(constituents of Prakriti, nature) Sattva, Rajas and Tamas. The differences in
behaviour we see from creation to creation, man to man and creature to creature
are entirely due to differences in the distribution of these three Gunas or
constituents.
Sattva-guna. Of these three Gunas (constituents of nature), Sattva-guna is pure,
flawless, clear and transparent, self-effulgent and incapable of doing any harm.
It creates desire to acquire knowledge and seek happiness, even in a totally
“detached” person. But, the moment such a person gets interested in any object,
he becomes "attached" and consequently bonded to it. A person who is so
attached, solely by virtue of the effect of Sattva-guna, tends to perform more
and more virtuous deeds without expectation of rewards and worships deities
without any discrimination, as that guna manifests in him in increasing measure.
He is humble by nature, respects and worships Gods, good and learned people
with special regard to his preceptors, is soft-spoken and does not cause any
harm to anyone. He consumes only limited quantities of food acquired without
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causing any harm to anyone, and that too, just to give himself adequate energy
to sustain life. He would be keenly interested in controlling the sense-organs
and learning the scriptures, ever willing to practise charity, to follow religious
paths, to view everything with equanimity, to give up vasanas (impressions left
in the mind on account of past experiences) like Kama (lust), Krodha (anger),
Lobha (avarice), Moha (pride, infatuation), Mada (arrogance, intoxication) and
Matsarya (jealousy), to lead a contented life, to work towards universal
happiness, and be the breeding ground for good qualities like Sama, Dama,
Kshama, Sathya, Ahimsa, etc. Such people will become more and more
concentrated in Sattva-guna, and ultimately become one with Paramatman.
Rajo-guna and Tamo-guna however, manifest frequently in an effort to
contaminate, malign and pull down even that very eminent desirable quality,
namely, Sattva-guna and its associated results.
Rajo-guna is desire and action oriented. It creates all sorts of desires in the
human mind and prompts action to achieve the end result. The person having a
preponderance of Rajo-guna gets more and more attached to worldly objects
and becomes a slave of the six vasanas, stated above. In order to achieve his
objective, he propitiates spirits, demi-gods and petty deities like Yakshas and
the like. He eats enormous quantities of food, comprising of meat and savouries,
highly saltish, sour and pungent. All his actions are directed away from the
righteous path, governed by desire, nay, avarice, contrived to acquire riches by
hook or by crook, even stooping down to the level of robbing and cheating. If
he gives anything to anyone, it is not willingly, but only with the intention of
gaining more in the long run. He pretends to do good things like Yagas etc.,
with the sole intention of gaining respectability in society.
Such people,
depending upon the concentration of Rajo-guna, become perpetrators of many
crimes, and are forced to take innumerable number of births necessary to endure
the fruits of their actions. Chances are there for such men to get uplifted due to
the association of Sattva-guna, or downgraded due to that of Tamo-guna.
Tamo-guna is the worst and most dreadful of the three Gunas. Creating
ignorance, it tends to promote carelessness, lethargy, stupor, etc., and prompts
the subject to untruth, anger and violence. He worships the devil, fiends and
other evil spirits, has a peculiar affinity to putrid and offensive food. If at all he
does anything good, it is not with devotion or attention, but just to gain cheap
popularity. All such actions are really targeted to cause harm to others. He
performs unrighteous acts all the time and continues endlessly in the birth-death
cycle to endure the results of all his sins.
As aforesaid, the character, behaviour and activities of all human beings can be
traced to the distribution pattern of the three gunas. In general, preponderance
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of rajo-guna and tamo-guna results in atheism, corruption, untruth, wickedness
and evil, all enemies of sane good virtues.
It is in order to uproot evil and injustice and re-establish righteousness that the
Lord has assumed different incarnations, as stated by the Lord Himself in
Bhagavat Gita, “p®}ÛYUz m½nª ®nz <\ºÚ(ÀÓVª my«ª[pn[«z ªx®y
zº1Ã zº1Ã ” Bg: 4/8. (For the protection of the virtuous, destruction of the evil
and re-establishment of righteousness, I shall be born from age to age.) It is the
net result of all actions of the previous births that forces us to bind ourselves
with the three Gunas and accept the form suitable for the role we have to play in
the succeeding birth. But the Lord's incarnation is very much different from the
rebirth of man because He is not bound by the actions of the previous
incarnations and their results. In that case, how does He get bound by Maya?
As His role is fixed, He has to take the form that rightly fits that role, essential
to dispel evil and re-establish righteousness --- an exemplary form, which is
also the embodiment of the pristine purity and divinity of Sattva-guna to match
the function of attracting and leading the devotees to the path of devotion, and
ultimately to salvation. Unadulterated Sattva-guna alone has contributed to the
origin of the five elements, the five organs of perception, the five organs of
action and the mind, for the formation of His charming image at the temple of
Guruvayoor. The repeated statements of Veda-vyasa, who is the Lord’s own
incarnation and whose words are therefore trustworthy, have been loudly
proclaiming these facts through the eighteen Puranams.
“Lord! A crystal, on account of its clarity and transparency transmits the
effulgence of the sun clearly without raising the slightest doubt of being an inert
substance without having any lustre by itself. The innate nature of Brahmic
Bliss, (the Brahma-bhava), the quintessence of Supreme Consciousness, clearly
shines effulgently in that charming and sportive idol of Yours, at the shrine of
Guruvayur, constituted out of the five elements which are themselves born out
of pure Sattva-guna (Suddha-sattva), without any taint of the other two gunas,
and free from all impurities. Even the knowledge that it is made of the five
elements, is forgotten; the joy is such, that it is beyond words, when one listens
to or even thinks about Your lustrous divine image, the embodiment of
auspiciousness! No need to say that such a lovely, blissful and charming form
which has assumed the state of “Saguna-brahman”, is also within easy
comprehension of even laymen. Fortunate ones alone are able to develop love
and devotion to this form of Yours. In other words, those who develop love and
devotion to Your charming form and enjoy Its sweetness are fortunate indeed!”
After establishing the purely Sattvic nature of the Divine image, the poet now
goes on to show its identity with the unmanifested Absolute Brahman.
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D1S4®n(ÓypÃ®nVzp½UÅ®n}Û®mp}Ûynn\Úp¶z½ÝpÃ

®nÕ¸nnÃ(Óyº*Ó®Õºx1VyÃ®ny«ÕwË®nmÇ
(ÓÕÃÕÃÕVºzª.ºÕ®yÕV}ªÛWyºßV\ÚVy
(ÓyoÃ®n(ÓÕVª(ÓÕ®V<VV(ÓÕÃx½yn§ 
1L}NDPSn1LW\DSeUvn1LUDYDGKLSDUDPcQDQGDSd\e}DUeSn
1LUOdQcQnNDPXNWcYDOLVXEKDJDWDPn1LUPDODEUDKPDVLQGKDX
.DOOpOpOOcVDWXO\D.KDOX9LPDODWDUD6DWYDPcKX6WDGcWPc
.DVPcQQp1L}NDODVWYD6DNDOD,WL9DFDVWYDWNDOcVYnYD%KePDQ

 nz®n(ÓypÃ®nVzp½UÅ®n}Û®mp}Ûynn\Úp¶z½ÝpÃ®nÕ¸nnÃ(Óyº*Ó®Õºx1VyÃ
®ny«wË®nmÇ®yÕV}ªÛWª(ÓÕÃÕÃÕVºzª.ºÕ®V ºß V\ÚVyVª
(ÓyV§nÃ®n(ÓÕ Ãßx½yn§(ÓÕ®V<VV(ÓÕº& 
Meaning:

"Òz  ºß®V
®ny«wË®nmÇ
®n(ÓypÃ®nVzp½UÅ
®n}Û®mp}Ûynn\Ú
p¶z½ÝpÃ
®nÕ¸nnÃ(Ó
yº*Ó®Õºx1VyÃ
Wª®yÕV}ªÛ
(ÓÕÃÕÃÕVºzª.ºÕ
Ãx½yn§V\ÚVyVª
(ÓyV§nÃ
®n(ÓÕ
(ÓÕ®V<
VV(ÓÕº&

(Great sages) have said thus:“In the pure ocean of ‘Brahman’ that is
(1) action-free (2) deep and inscrutable, and always full
(1) of a form that is the embodiment of the ambrosia of
eternal bliss, (2) which is the source of real ambrosia that
bestows absolute happiness (on those who taste it)
(1) supremely pleasing to the mind on account of the countless number of liberated souls merged therein, (2)rendered
attractive by the colonies of pearls lying hidden therein,
Sattva-guna which is even more pristine pure,
is similar to the frolicsome waves indeed!”
“O Infinite and complete One! Of such nature, as You are,
why are You not (termed as) “Nishkala” ?(whole and
indivisible ) (In fact You are, being of Pure Sattva-guna !)
The expression that you are “Sakala” or divisible,
is ( true of You ) only in Your partial incarnations.

Note: Words in italics are to be read together; also ones in bold letters. Others are common.

Commentary D1S4.
“The first half of the sloka compares Brahman to a vast ocean. The first four
expressions, "®n(ÓypÃ", " ®nVzp½UÅ" "®n}Û®mp}Ûynn\Úp¶z½ÝpÃ", "®nÕ¸nnÃ(Ó
yº*Ó®Õºx1VyÃ" are similarly applicable to both. Brahman is unshakable and
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free from turbulence. The ocean, owing to its size, greatness and dignified
nature, cannot be muddled up even by the greatest turmoil. "®nVzp½UÅ" conveys
the meaning of being ever full, or complete in all respects. The ocean is always
full, maintaining the same level, whether it be rain or shine. Brahman is ever
full and omnipresent.
"®n}Û®mp}Ûynn\Úp¶z½ÝpÃ" meaning limitless, undivided by parameters like
time and space and that which bestows unlimited happiness and pleasure. The
ocean has immense wealth buried under the deep waters, not to speak of the
treasure of pearls (described in the next epithet), and is the origin of numerous
articles of luxury. Hence, it is the progenitor of happiness. As for Brahman, it
bestows unlimited happiness in the form of Existence-Knowledge-Bliss,
extremely relished by devotees as though it is Amritam or Ambrosia.
"®nÕ¸nnÃ(Óyº*Ó®Õºx1VyÃ", when referred to the ocean, means, "rendered
extremely beautiful on account of the immense wealth of pearls lying dormant
under the depths". When applied to Brahman, it means "extremely alluring" in
view of the assemblage of liberated souls who are in the process of perpetually
dissolving into the ocean of Brahman described in the next epithet, "®ny«wË
®nmÇ".
It has been declared by our great sages that in the ocean of pure and
unadulterated Brahman, separated from Maya-related limitations, the selfeffulgent and pure Sattva-guna is similar to the playful sports of the waves.
Although the ocean and the waves appear to be separate entities, in reality, there
is no difference between them, as they are inseparable from one another, there
being no wave without the ocean, and no ocean without waves. It is the same
relationship that applies to the Ocean of Brahman and the waves of Sattva-guna,
as implied by the metaphor. Hence the question asked is, "Why is it that You,
comprising of the form of Pure Sattva-guna (Suddha-sattva) not called
‘Nishkala’ or the One, ‘Whole and Indivisible?’ In other words, there is no
doubt that You are, Nishkala, the Whole and Indivisible One indeed.
There is no doubt that the Brahman described above with the attributes like
‘®n(ÓypÃ’, ‘ ®nVzp½UÅ’ ‘®n}Û®mp}Ûynn\Úp¶z½ÝpÃ’, ‘®nÕ¸nnÃ(Óyº*Ó®Õºx1VyÃ’ is
‘Nishkala-brahman” and is composed of Pure Sattva-guna (Suddha-sattva). You
are also the embodiment of Suddha-sattva. Therefore, is there anything wrong
in addressing You as “Nishkala” ? If so, one need not doubt that the word
“Sakala” may become meaningless! ” “‘(ÓÕ ®V <VV(ÓÕÃ x½yn§ ’
You can be referred to as "(ÓÕ" only when You are in Your Amsa pªÖlÚÖyYÃpºn~Ü~Üpº~Ü[«Vy(ªÓwËVWy§ VWeÚ®V-\§Ú1º~Üpnpº}ÃÛßnVx1zªBnny§ 
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avatharas".8 (partial incarnations). This incarnation of Yours as Sri Krishna,
who is a complete person, is certainly, a Poorna-avatara, an incarnation,
complete in all respects. On that account too, You are Nishkala, no doubt.
You and the®n(ÓÕwËn§ ’ are one and the same.”
Having described the composition of the Divine form, the author now proceeds
to enlighten us regarding the origin of this manifestation.

®nz«p}ÛÃ®p®n(Ó}ÛUyBxBÃz²V(ËÓzy¶-U.zª
VÃnÇÃ\ÃÚ®VÕ¶npÌ(ÀÓ®V}Û®V(Óp®p(Óp®\Ú(ÓÃÕ
Vzªºayªª(Óy®pVy®V}ÛÃmz(ªÓVÝpª
VªmÀV\Úm®y®ßy®x(ºÓUN×Ç(ºÓUN×Ýpy§ 

D1S5

1LUY\cScUp SL1L}NcUDvDPDMD%KDMDVn<DWNUL\cdN}DvcNK\c
7nQDLYpGnWL/dQc3UDNfWLUDVDWLNDOSc SL.DOScGLNcOn
7DV\cVD|XGGKDPD|D.DPDSL7DPDWLUpGKc\DND6DWYDUeSDP
6D7YD'KfWYc'DGKcVL6YDPDKLPDYLEKDYcNXvtKD9DLNXvtKD5eSDP

 nzÃß BVª®nz«p}Û ®p«-U.zª®(ËÓzª®n(Ó}ÛUª xBÃ®VzV§VÃn
& Õ¶n ®V(Óp ®p pÌ(ÀÓ®V (Óp®\Ú(ÓÃÕ \ÃÚ®V  y®ßy®x(ºÓUN Ãß
Ç(ºÓUN×Vª ªºaªÚ ®V}ÛÃmz(ªÓWÝpª Vª Vz(Óy®p ªª mÀVÝpª
\Úm®  
Meaning:

Ãß B
®VzV§ xBÃ®(ËÓzª
«-U.zª®n(Ó}ÛUª
®pVª®nz«p}Û
VÃn&pÌ(ÀÓ®VÕ¶n
®p ®V(Óp
\ÃÚ®V(Óp®\Ú(ÓÃÕ
ÃßÇ(ºÓUN×
y®ßy®x(ºÓUN

“O Lord! One who has neither beginning nor end!
That (You) thus, engage yourself with the work
of casting a glance (on Maya) without any reason,
though You are (said to be) devoid of (mandatory)
action,
for that very reason, Maya who had merged in you
(and therefore) though appears to be non-existent,
activates (herself) at the commencement of creation.
O Lord! One who is never slack, but always alert in
pursuing Your functions! One whose intellect is never
hindered due to the greatness of Your divine faculties!

8

Among the Dasavataras, the ten major incarnations of the Lord, the incarnation of Krishna
alone is termed Poorna-avathara (Complete incarnation) and all others, Amsa-avatharas or
partial incarnations.
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Adopting an infinitesimal part of her,
You, of such nature, assume that (sportive) form
of pristine purity, transparent, and
the embodiment of Sattva-guna.”

Commentary D1S5
"Ãß B", "Oh! Limitless One!" Addressing the Lord in this fashion signifies
the total absence of the six attributes, viz., birth, growth, sustenance, old age,
decay and death in the Lord, One without beginning or end and beyond time and
space. “By being limitless, You are not necessarily bound by a duty to be
performed, like human beings who have to eke out a living. You are, by nature,
devoid of any action! As such, it is something inexplicable that You cast Your
divine glance on Maya, the spirit of illusion, thereby activating the cycle of
creation. The reason for this act of Yours continues to be unknown, and is a
mystery to all.
O Lord of Guruvayoor! Maya, prompted by Your divine glance, manifests
herself. It is a well-known fact that during the Brahma-pralaya, the great
Deluge, all living beings (Jivatmans) merge with You, the Paramatman, when
the five-fold creations merge into the five elements, 9 which, in turn, merge into
the five Tanmatras, the Tanmatras into Ahamkara (egoism, the inner sense),
Ahamkara into the Mahat-tattva, Mahat-tattva into Maya, and Maya into
Paramatman. At this point of time, it is very difficult to say whether Maya is
in existence or not, and hence the expression,  V§" (Non-existent). Just
triggered by Your glance, this Maya (Prakrti) becomes "V§", (existent), and
springs into action, manifesting itself into multifarious creations. Hence, at this
stage, the dividing line between the non-existence and existence of Maya is very
thin.
In case Maya is considered as existent, it would mean that the entire
universe which is a manifestation of Maya becomes "real", and if so, Brahman
will lose its attribute of non-duality (Advaita). If it is considered non-existent,
it cannot have the power to manifest itself into the creations of the universe in
different forms.
Thus, it is difficult to say whether Maya is real or unreal. But we all know that
there is something called "Maya", which is not separate from Brahman. It is
like fire and heat, the latter being a manifestation of the former, and both,
inseparable from each other. Similarly, Maya, which is a power (Sakti) of the
Paramatman is inseparable from Paramatman. As said earlier, during the time
9

This process of dissolution and re-creation is described in detail in Dasakam 5.
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of the Great Deluge, everything, including Maya, which becomes nonfunctional, dissolves into the Paramatman and hence everything other than
Paramatman is apparently non-existent. Merely by a glance of the Lord, Maya
springs into creative activity, and, simultaneously on the very same day,
Brahma, the Creator is also born. Here, "yzªVºpÌ(ÀÓ¯V®gV§y®znªVºyÃß}ªÛ",
Sv. Up. 4/10 (Prakriti or nature should be understood as Maya or illusion and
Purusha or the Supreme being, the Mayi or Mayavi, the conjuror).
“O Vaikunta!” - the term Vaikunta meaning the Lord of Vaikunta-loka, and also
One who is devoid of lethargy, One who is constantly alert and prompt in
performing one’s duties. He is also referred to as " ®nz«p}Û:", (devoid of
action), these two descriptions running contrary to each other! It can be
compared to a magnet, which, although static and devoid of any physical
activity, all the same, attracts iron particles by its very presence - the presence
of its magnetic field. Likewise, by Your presence, You have prompted the
threefold Maya into activity, have separated Sattva-guna in its purest form and
taken upon yourself, an infinitesimal part of Maya, to form this Leela-vigraha
(sportive Personal form), this charming image we see in front of us, solely for
the sake of providing a suitable object for focussing the mind of those who
have not yet been able to acquire sufficient purity of mind to concentrate upon
Your impersonal or unmanifested form, and helping and guiding us to achieve
the four Purusharthas. Yet, You are devoid of attachments, in view of the fact
that Your physique consists of pure Sattva-guna and is therefore, " ®V}ÛÃmz(ªÓ",
meaning absolutely transparent and does not conceal the Brahma-Chaitanyam or
the Brahmic divine glory. Compare the human body with the Lord's form.
Our physique is made up of the five elements born out of the combination of
the three gunas, based upon our past actions and hence, we are endowed with
the “I”-sense and egoistic thinking and qualities like greed, anger, selfishness
etc., resulting in ignorance which overshadows and conceals the spark of
Divine Consciousness present in each one of us. But, for the Lord who is
Infinite and without attributes, there are no past actions or their effects.
Brahma-chaitanyam or Divine Vitality is ever shining in this sportive form of
the Lord, as He, without getting infatuated by, and at the same, conquering
Maya, has assumed this pure Sattvic form on His own accord, exclusively to
shower His benign grace on His devotees. Pure Sattva-guna (Suddha-sattva),
being extremely transparent, has no power to conceal. The power of
concealment is the quality belonging only to Rajo- and Tamo-gunas and when
the Lord has assumed a form comprising only pure Sattva-guna without being
maligned by even traces of the other two gunas, His effulgence is only further
enhanced. Moreover, in the absence of ego and “I”-sense, He is also totally free
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from bondage, unlike the other Jivas. It is this idea that is conveyed by the
expression "y®ßy®x(ºÓUNÇ(ºÓUN×Ýpy§".
The next two slokas describe the beauty of the Divine form.

VWÃpÌVz1Ìm}Ûm}ÛÕ®ÕV(ÓÕzÕ¶(ÃÓ®Õ(Ó}ªÛ
ÕUzzÇ(Ó}ªÛº(ÀÓ®VBnlÚªp½U«pºUzV}Ûy§
Õ-y¶®n4§Ô(ÓÕ¶Õ®nÕznyyÀVzn\Ún\ÚÃßynV
®HVª®<nV(Ónªpº}Ûnº(ÓÕzÃy~ÜV1}Ûn[ 

D1S6

7DWWn3UDW\DJUDGKcUcGKDUDODOLWDNDOc\cYDOdNnOLNcUD
/cYDv\DV\DLNDVcUD6XNfWLMDvDGf|c3eUvDSXv\cYDWcUDP
/DN}PdQL||DrNDOdOcQLOD\DQDPDPfWDV\DQGDVDQGpKDPDQWD
6LsFDWVDsFLQWDNcQc9DSXUDQXNDOD\n0cUXWcJcUDQcWKD

 nzÃßy~ÜV1}Ûn[pÌVz1Ìm}Ûm}ÛÕ®ÕV(ÓÕzÕ¶(ÃÓ®Õ(Ó}ªÛÕUzz
&(Ó}ªÛº(ÀÓ®VBnlÚy§p½U«pºUzV}ªÛÕ-y¶®n4§Ô(ÓÕ¶Õ®nÕznª®HnV(Ónª
nV yÀVzn\Ún\ÚÃªß ®HV§VV§VÃpº nº(ÓÕzÃ 
Meaning:

Ãßy~ÜV1}Ûn[
nº(ÓÕzÃVÃVV§pº
pÌVz1Ìm}Ûm}ÛÕ®ÕV
(ÓÕzÕ¶(ÃÓ®Õ(Ó}ªÛ
&(Ó}ªÛÕUzz
p½U«pºUzV}ªÛ
º(ÀÓ®VBnlÚy§
Õ-y¶®n4§Ô(ÓÕ¶Õ
®nÕznª
®HV§ yÀVzn\Ún\ÚÃªß
®HnV(Ónª nV

“O Lord of Guruvayoor!
I continuously meditate on Your (divine) form,
immensely beautiful as the fresh rain-bearing clouds
and playful as a bunch of freshly bloomed kalaya
flowers,
the quintessence of all that is lovely and
a complete manifestation of all that is holy
for the eyes of the blessed ones,
the play-house for Goddess Lakshmi’s uninhibited
sportive ventures, and
drenching with a deluge of immortal bliss,
the hearts, of those who meditate upon it.”

Commentary D1S6
The exquisite choice of words and scintillating expressions overflowing with
Bhakti in this sloka render it one of the main "Prarthana-slokas" (prayerhymns), regularly chanted by many a devotee.
“O Lord of Guruvayoor! I always keep concentrating on Your Leela-vigraha,
the sportive form which is nothing but an embodiment of Suddha-sattva ( pure
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Sattva-guna).” The expression "y~ÜV1}Ûn[" implies the lordship of the body
that houses the five Pranas, out of which, "y~ÜV" or Life-wind is the most
important. Comparable to a charioteer who has perfect control of his horses
and keeps the movement of the vehicle safe and in the right direction, it is the
Atman who, after giving a spark of life to this body, controls the five Pranas,
the revolt of even one of which, can lead to "Vatha-roga" or rheumatism, the
ailment of the author. That all-pervading Consciousness is none but YOU. As
the owner of a house has every right to correct the tenants who damage the
house, and put the house back to order, so also, the Lord corrects the erring
one of the five winds of the body (Pancha-pranas) and keeps the body in a
healthy state. No doubt, ardent prayer to the Lord alone, is the panacea for
any ailment including rheumatism, for which, the poet himself was a living
example.
"y~ÜV1}Ûn[" can also mean “the Lord of the heart which is the seat of the
life-wind”. You are the Lord of the lotus heart of every devotee (Hridayapundareekam) where You are always shining. There is nothing which cannot
be done in the house when the Lord of the house himself is permanently
residing there. Likewise, there is nothing which cannot be achieved if we
continuously offer our sincere prayers to the Lord who is permanently
residing in our hearts. This interpretation also gives an insight into the fact
that the all-pervading and omnipresent Lord who always keeps shining in
our hearts, is available to us at all times at the nearest location. To discover
the Lord within, (the Hridaya-pundarikam) and concentrate upon Him would
be the easiest way to approach Him.
“The beauty of Your physique surpasses everything else in this world,
reminding one of the ‘fetching blue’ of the dark rain-bearing cloud and a bunch
of freshly-blossomed Kalaya flowers. The clouds shed their water, bringing
rain and plenty, and in consequence, immense happiness to mankind and all
other living beings, relieving them of all their sufferings. The kalaya flowers,
on account of their fragrance, attract swarms of bees which feast sumptuously
on the honey exuded by them and keep happily buzzing about. Your charming
image attracts crowds of ardent devotees who really "bee-line" to the sanctum
sanctorum to have Your coveted vision and offer prayers. You shower Your
Divine Grace on them and relieve them from their sufferings, and ultimately, at
the end of the tenure of their life, absorb them into You, granting them, the
much-desired Moksha or salvation.”
The expression "ÕUzz&(Ó}ªÛ" means the quintessence of all loveliness in
the world put together. When a person enjoys the sweetness and beauty of Your
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charming form, the rest of the world has nothing to offer him, inasmuch as a
person enjoying sugarcane juice has no attraction for the bagasse which is
nothing more than a waste material. This situation is further explained by the
expression, "º(ÀÓ®VBnlÚy§", (only for those who are really fortunate enough
to come and have Darsanam). It should be noted that it is not the proximity to
the shrine or physical capability that counts, but the desire to visit the temple.
There are many who reside within the precincts of Guruvayoor, but do not
care to visit the temple, whereas, those who live thousands of miles away,
but are really fortunate, get the ardent desire to come and have Darsanam,
irrespective of their physical condition. In fact, there are more sick people
than healthy ones who come all the way and offer worship. Such people are
referred to as " º(ÀÓ®VBn" or “blessed ones". Even many of those who take
pains to visit the temple, come there mechanically and see only the “stone” in
the idol of the deity, failing to appreciate the Divine Presence, as they have not
yet attained the purity of mind, sincerity and devotion, which, they will be able
to acquire only in course of time, after repeated visits and undergoing the
process of mental purification. Above all, Divine Grace is a must to develop
that state of mind, which also comes about only after the mind is conditioned
for performing actions without desires. It may even be said that the Lord
Himself is the complete incarnation of the merits accumulated on account of the
good deeds performed by the eyes of those fortunate ones over the innumerable
birth-death cycles they have gone through. The benign presence of Divinity and
the effulgence of a reverberating Vitality we are able to perceive at Guruvayoor
temple, is but the embodiment of all the merits of those fortunate eyes!
“º(ÀÓ®VBnlÚy§ p½U«pºUzV}ªÛ ” Such blessed ones alone have the good
fortune of having the darsanam of the Lord.
“Õ-y¶®n4§Ô(ÓÕ¶Õ®nÕznª®HnV(Ónª”: “O Lord of Guruvayoor! It is said
in general that women are fickle by nature. This adage is quite true of Your
consort, Goddess Lakshmi, the Goddess of auspiciousness, affluence and
beauty, as wealth does not stay continuously with any devotee, a prince
becoming a pauper overnight and vice versa. Even such a fickle Goddess
Lakshmi stays permanently only with You, since she is full of immense love
and attachment to You, Your charming physique being Her sporting ground. In
spite of all this, it is a pity that many persons do not develop the sincerity and
sense of devotion to worship You, by which they can win the blessings of
both!”
Will such worship bestow only transient pecuniary benefits? No. "®HnV(Ónª
nV yÀVzn\Ún\ÚÃªß ®HV§"= those who concentrate their minds and
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meditate on Him with the concept that Guruvayoorappan is one and the same as
the Eternal Consciousness-Bliss, (Sat-chid-ananda-moorthy), will be blessed
with a deluge of the nectar of eternal bliss ( yÀV), meaning immortality, (i.e.,
emancipation from this cycle of births and deaths), after ridding them of all the
three types of woes.
This greatness of Lord Guruvayoorappan is unique and I pray to Him with all
sincerity.

(ÓÖVÃÀ®Ö<ÃÖwºßV}Ûx.Ã\ÚßB¶xBª
VzÃªp½«yÕÃ®<Vª ®BVyznÇyg®xBnÃ
nÃ<ÃC¶(Ó[ªymº}ÛV}Û®y\ªÚViÚpº®hÚh¬Ú
nÃYÇÃYÇp¶Vp}Ûy}ÛºmªxÃ®mp½}ÃÛ}ÛyÃ}Ûn§ 

D1S7

.D}tc7n6f}tLFn}tc%DKXWDUD%KDYDNKnGcYDKc-dYDEKcMc
,W\nYDP3eUYDPcOpFLWDDMLWD0D\c1DLYDPDG\cEKLMcQn
1p&nMMdYc.DWKD9c0DGKXUDWDUDPLGD7YDGYDSXFLGUDVcUGUD
1nWUDLUpWUDL|FD3dWYc3DUDPDUDVD6XGKcPEKpGKLSeUn5DPnUDQ

 nzÃ ®BVVÃÀ®Ö<ÃÖ(ÓÖzVB¶xBªwºßV}Ûx.Ã\Úß®V
&ªyzp½¬ ÕÃ®<Vª  g&ªn ®xBnÃ nÃ<ÃV§B¶®<hÚh¬Úymº}ÛV}ªÛ
\ªÚVÃpºnÃYÇÃYÇ<p¶Vp}Ûy}ÛºmyxÃ®mp½}ÃÛ(Ó[ª}ÛyÃ}Ûn§ 
Meaning:

Ã ®BV
ÕÃ®<Vªyzp½¬&ª
VÃÀ®Ö<ÃÖ(ÓÖ®VzV
wºßV}Ûx.Ã\Úß
B¶xBª
g&ªn ®xBnÃnÃ<ÃV§
(Ó[y§B¶}ÛyÃ}Ûn§
p}Ûy}ÛºmyxÃ®mp½}ÃÛ
p¶VnÃYÇÃYÇ<
\ªÚpºVÃ
®<hÚh¬Ú
ymº}ÛV}ª Û

“O Lord, who are beyond the spell of Maya!
It was considered by me earlier that
Your creative activity is a difficult one in that,
it is causative of exceedingly great misery
to living beings.
(But) now, I do not think so, for, otherwise,
how could those living beings be revelling
in the nectarine ocean of Infinite Bliss,
after consuming, by eyes and ears,
this form of Yours,
flooded with the essence of Brahmic Consciousness
and immensely sweet in all respects!”
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Commentary D1S7
“O Invincible One! Your own creation, Maya, which encompasses the whole
Universe, has no temptation for You. Hence, You are one who is beyond the
realm of Maya. All those who want to be free from the temptations of Maya
should therefore worship You. Your prowess is so great that great warriors like
Ravana found themselves to be totally helpless while confronting You.
Mythology is replete with Your sportive adventures and I used to wonder how
difficult this activity is, and whether it is necessary at all! Sport for You turns
out to be suffering for somebody else! O Lord! Your sport of creating this vast
universe and an array of living beings therein, and subjecting them to the untold
miseries of Samsara going through millions of birth-death cycles looked
puzzling to me. Is it not atrocious on Your part to indulge in a sadistic game
like this? No wonder! If only You had undergone even a fraction of their woes,
You would not have ventured into this tragic sport!”
“ n®ß nmz®Bn®V1º¹pÌÃ\Únª": P.S. (A barren woman does not know
the intensity of Labour pains). So how can You, who do not submit Yourself to
the realm of Maya, understand what is misery ?” Even during the incarnations
as Sri Rama, Sri Krishna and the like, although the Lord has assumed a body
consisting of Suddha-sattva, there is no lack of, or concealment of the
"Nishkala-Brahma-Chaithanyam" (the divine vitality of Brahman, Impersonal
and Absolute.). In each of these incarnations, it looks as though He has really
undergone a mundane existence, displaying attributes like birth, growth, death,
etc., behaving like any other human being, and giving expression to feelings,
sentiments, etc., whereas, in reality, it was all a make-believe, like a super-star
acting in a drama ! I had felt that this injustice was committed by You, as You
have not understood others’ feelings!” The address as " ®BV" echoes this
idea.
“But, my Lord! I realise now, after having had the vision of Your divine image
and having enjoyed the nectar of the Supreme Consciousness-Bliss present in
You, that it was indeed, immature on my part to have entertained such thoughts
about You. This job of Creation is not at all difficult for you. Extremely fond
of Your devotees, as You are, what You have done is a great favour indeed!
For, if You had not indulged in this activity and created these living beings, and
this beautiful universe too for their enjoyment, how could they have had the
pleasure of feasting through their eyes and ears respectively, on the vision of
Your charming form and the wonderful stories of Your incarnations and sports
to their hearts' content, and getting immersed in the ocean of Infinite Bliss? In
fact, the entire mankind should be thankful to You for creating them and
providing them with unlimited opportunities for satiating their thirst for You ! ”
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No doubt, the Lord's creative activity brings about misery to the ignorant and
immense pleasure to the enlightened. By this sloka, the poet impresses upon
the readers, the incessant need to worship Lord Guruvayoorappan with all
sincerity and devotion.
Now the poet tells us how the Lord is superior to other deities in granting the
wishes of His devotees.

nyÌUª®omVÃVVy®ppº}ÛVÇ}Ûnxz°[Vn®p
 [«n§(ÓynBª®V}Û®p}Ûynn\ÚnhÚª1¯V<
V[ª®nÃÕxzÃ®n}Û®m(ÓvÓÕp®}ÛBVÃß}ÃÛVª
-ºhªÚVª(ËÓJÖ¶hºÚyy®xÕ®Vz[«y°[ËBÃzy§ 

D1S8

1DPUcvc6DQQLGKDWVn6DWDWDPDSL3XUDVWDLUDQDEK\DUWKLWcQDSL
$UWKcQ.cPcQDMDVUD9LWDUDVL3DUDPcQDQGDVcQGUc*DWL&D
,WWKD1L|D|n}DODEK\p1LUDYDGKLNDSKDOD3cULMcWp+DUn7YD
.}XGUD7DDNUDYctdGUXPDPDEKLOD}DWL9\DUWKDPDUWKLYUDMp \DP

 nz Vª nyÌUª ®ppº}ÛVVª®omVÃ VÇ nxz°[Vn§ ®p(Óyn§
[«n§ Bª®V}Û® p}Ûynn\ÚnhÚª1¯V<®V}Û® Ãßß}ÃÛVªV[ª
®nÃÕxz®n}Û®m(ÓvÓÕp®}ÛBV  zª °[ËB-ºhªÚVª(ËÓJÖ¶hºÚyªz[¬
®xÕ®V 
Meaning:

Vª VVª®omVÃ
pº}ÛnyÌUª
®p Bª®V}Û®
(Óyn§ [«n§
®p nxz°[Vn§VÇ
<1¯Vp}Ûynn\ÚnhÚª
Ãßß}ÃÛV[ªVª ®
p®}ÛBV®nÃÕxz
®n}Û®m(ÓvÓÕ<
zª °[ËB
®xÕ®Vz[¬
Vª-ºhªÚ(ËÓJÖ¶hºÚyª

“You always manifest (Yourself)
before those who offer prostrations.
(You) also constantly grant (to them),
the desired Purusharthas (fulfilments of life)
although not asked for by them, and
also the state of eternal happiness, (abundantly).
O Lord Hari! Destroyer of woes! Thus You are
the ‘Parijata’ tree accessible to every one,
and the bestower of unlimited rewards too!
This crowd of men, full of desires
craves in vain, for
that trifling of a shrub (Parijata) in Indra’s garden! ”
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Commentary D1S8
“O Hari! destroyer of woes! You are kind by nature and immensely fond of
Your devotees. To those who just offer prostrations to You, You always make
Your divine presence felt before them and grant them whatever wishes they ask
for. Even for those who do not ask for anything, (those who worship without
desiring anything, Nishkama Bhaktas ) You grant all the fulfilments of life,
including the greatest Purushartha, the eternal bliss of salvation. You are within
the reach of everyone. You are, therefore, the real “Parijata”, the wish-yielding
tree, much superior to the mythological Kalpaka tree that grows in the garden of
Indra ! ” . p®}ÛBznVÃ yV§®Vp®}ÛBV ( the source of all gifts is Parijata).
“O Lord! The entire universe and the beings therein have their origin in You.
So You are the real Parijata, whereas the other one is only for name's sake. One
can aspire to gain entry to Heaven (Indra-loka) and other Punya-lokas only after
performing the prescribed religious rites flawlessly and correctly according to
laid down procedures. Even if a person qualifies himself after undergoing all
these rituals, there is no guarantee that he will be allowed to see the Kalpaka
tree, as it is reserved for a select few and that too, for a very short time. Unlike
You who manifest Yourself in front of devotees whenever they are in distress,
the Kalpaka tree does not present itself before the aspirants. Moreover,
compared to the divine Bliss one is able to enjoy in communion with You, my
Lord, the pleasures one can get in the so-called Heaven are petty, like the
company of celestial beauties like Rambha and the like. These pleasures are so
short-lived that once the value of the Punya or merit is exhausted, the person has
to come back to the earth, again into the birth-death cycle. "-¶UÃ pºUzÃ yVz«ÕÃ(ªÓ
®²nV" Bg: 9/21. (When the merits accruing from their deeds are exhausted,
they enter the world of mortals again.) You are indeed accessible to one and all
irrespective of caste, creed or religion, devotion being the only criterion."
nnz®nVznVÃ yª zÃ Bnpzº«pVÃ VÃª ®nVz®xzº*Ónª zÃ1-Ãyª ßyzßy§ ":
Bg 9/22 ( Those devotees, who, having no other refuge, constantly think of me
and worship me in a steadfast manner, I protect them, and personally take care
of all their needs.) With You, always eager to come to their rescue, it is a pity
that this group of supplicants (those who are always anxious to gain something)
keeps desiring for that cheap shrub, the so-called Kalpaka tree growing in
Indra's garden, and that, too, in vain!”
Brahma, Rudra and other Gods are also different aspects of Brahman, the
Supreme Consciousness, and are, no doubt, capable of bestowing on devotees
whatever they desire. The poet now clears all doubts regarding the superiority
of Lord Guruvayoorappan over other Gods.
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(Ó~ÜUzV§(Óyynzª\Ú\Ú®V.ºÕp}ÃÛ Vy\ÚVª®ÃV§
&ÃÚz«\Ú¶VÃnzÃB1®Vp}ÛBnÃVynÃp¶}ÛVy§
Vzzº=Ç}Û}Ûy²nVpÌ®Vp\Úymº}ÃÛ<ÃVnvÓ¶Vx1z
Vª<Vy}Ûy&ÃVzVºÕ1ºU1Um}ÛÇ}ÃÛnyVÃ 

D1S9

.cUXv\cW.cPDPDQ\DP'DGDWL.KDOX3DUn6YcWPDGDVWYD9L|n}cW
DL|YDU\c'd|DWn Q\n-DJDWL3DUDMDQn6YcWPDQp Sd|YDUDVWYDP
7YD\\XFFDLUcUDPDQWL3UDWLSDGDPDGKXUn&nWDQc6SKdWDEKcJ\c
7YD&cWPcUcPDYnW\DWXODJXvDJDvcGKcUDDXUn1DPDVWn

 nzp}ÃÛ(Ó~ÜUzV§ nzª(Óyª.ºÕ\Ú\Ú®V Vª®ÃV§Vy\Ú ¯(Ó< nzÃ
&Ãz«V§B1®Vp}ÛBnÃ«VÃ VªVºVyn ®p«}Û vÓ¶Vx1z<ÃVn
pÌ®Vp\Úymº}ÃÛV®z=Ç }Ûy²nV Vª< Vy}Ûy& ®V VºÕ1ºU1Um}Û
ÃßÇ}ÃÛVÃny 
Meanings:

p}ÃÛ\Ú\Ú®V nzª(Óyª
(Ó~ÜUzV§.ºÕ
Vª®ÃV§Vy\Ú
¯(Ó< nzÃ&Ãz«V§
«VÃp}ÛBnÃB1®V
VªVº«}ÛVyn ®p
<ÃVnvÓ¶Vx1z
=Ç }Ûy²nVV®z
pÌ®Vp\Úymº}ÃÛ
Vª< Vy}Ûy&
®V VºÕ1ºU1Um}Û
ÃßÇ}ÃÛnyVÃ

“The other Gods grant other desires (except Mukti)
out of sheer compassion indeed!
(But) You, being unique, give away even Yourself
Moreover, others, in view of their invested powers,
hold sway over everyone else in the world.
But You are Supreme Lord of even Yourself.
Those living beings, who are extremely fortunate,
take immense delight in You
who impart more joy with every step nearer to you.
You are one who takes delight even in Yourself.
Being so, O repository of immeasurable virtues!
O Scion of Surasena! Salutations to You.”

Commentary D1S9
“Lord! You are the supreme of all deities! When all other Gods shower their
blessings on devotees out of sheer benevolence, You are the only one, who,
over and above showering Your benign grace, are capable of bestowing on
devotees the most coveted and excellent of Purusharthas, namely Moksha,
freedom from the birth-death cycle. Moreover, You are so fond of Your
devotees, that You give away Yourself---the form of Eternal Bliss, Moksha or
Liberation-- to them by merging them with You. This is possible for You
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alone, as You are the God of all Gods and, hence, wield the unquestionable
power to use Your discretion and do whatever You want, unlike others, who
have to obey Your command. You can even punish Yourself by transforming
Yourself into the form of Jivatman, pushing Yourself into the ocean of Samsara
or favour Yourself by emancipating suffering souls, merging them with You,
and enabling them to enjoy Eternal Bliss.”
The second half of the sloka relates the consequences of the Lord giving
Himself away to His devotees.
“O Lord! You, being the embodiment of Existence-Knowledge-Bliss, are
identical with Moksha, the ultimate of Purusharthas. The cumulative effect of
all the merits earned over the countless number of earlier births enables a
person to develop Bhakti (devotion), Jnana (Knowledge) and Vairagya
(detachment). Such exceptionally fortunate people ultimately merge with You
and revel in You more and more, as You are ‘Atma-rama’, capable of merging
with and reveling in Your own self. You are the source of immense happiness
to Yourself, other Gods and ardent devotees, and ‘pÌ®Vp\Úymº}’, tasting sweeter
and sweeter, progressively with every step taken while approaching You, as
You do keep showering more and more of the nectar of happiness.
“O Lord! Repository of ever so many superior divine qualities! You have taken
this incarnation in the lineage of King Surasena to destroy evil and protect
righteousness. My salutations to You! I am incapable of doing anything other
than offering my humble prostrations to You!”
The poet now enumerates the points to establish the exalted stature10, of
Guruvayoorappan in relation to other Gods.

&Ãz¬4§Ô(Ó}Û\Ú¶}Û®®nzynª ®VÃBÃß}ÛUª
VÃBªß®}Û¶z¬®yÕy®pzÃ®npÀÇßÃp1¶Vy§
 4§Ô14§Ô1\Ú¶}Û®.Õ®\Ú®n,Ó®pVÃ4§Ô1V«
ViÚV1}Û®n§yº}Ûß}Ûx1<>Õw\Úyº.zzÃ® 

D1S10

10

This should not be understood as meaning any disrespect to other Gods or imply that other
Gods are inferior to Lord Krishna. What is meant is that Lord Krishna is the Supreme
Brahman Himself, the Soul of all beings and is capable of granting even the utmost of
Purusharthas, i.e., liberation from the birth-death cycle. The other Gods are also different
aspects of Brahman who is formless and can be conceived in any form for worship which
appeals to the devotee most, as is described in the later part of this hymn, in Dasakam 92.
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$L|YDU\DDrNDUcGdYDUDYLQL\DPDQDP9L|YDWnMpKDUcvcP
7nMDVVDKcUL9dU\D9LPDODPDSL<D|p1LVSfKDL|FpSDJdWDP
$rJcVDrJc6DGcUdUDNKLODYLGDVL1D.YcSL7n6DrJDYcUWc
7DGYcWcJcUDYcVLQ0XUDKDUD%KDJDYDFFKDEGDPXNK\c|UD\p VL

 nzÃßx1n§VÃ&Ãz¬4§Ô(Ó}Û\Ú¶}Û®®nzynª VÃ¶z¬®VÃBÃß}ÛUª
VÃBªß®}Û  ®p<VÃz®yªÕ®npÀÇßp1¶Vª< ¶\ÚVÃ 4§Ô14§Ô1
Vª ®.Õ®V§ ® VÃ,Ó ®p4§Ô1V«n VV§V1}Û®n§yº}Ûß}ÛVª
x1<>Õw\Úyº.zz ® 
Meaning:

Ãßx1n§Ãßyº}Ûß}Û
VÃ&Ãz¬
4§Ô(Ó}Û\Ú¶}Û®®nzynª
VÃ¶z¬VÃBªß®}Û
®VÃBÃß}ÛUª
®p<VÃz®yªÕ
p1¶Vª<®npÀÇß
¶\ÚVÃ 4§Ô14§Ô1
Vª ®.Õ®V§ ®
VÃ,Ó ®p4§Ô1V«n
VV§V1}Û®n§Vª
x1<>Õw\Úyº.zz ®

O Supreme Lord! O Destroyer of Mura!
Your supremacy
is in controlling all other Gods beginning with
Sankara.
Your prowess predominates over the valour of
all others who excel in valour in the whole Universe.
Moreover, Your glory is flawless and
sung even by those (sages) who are totally detached.
Goddess Lakshmi, (the deity for affluence) is always
associated with Your body
You are omniscient (in the know of everything).
About You, there is not even the slightest trace of
attachment.
Therefore, Lord of Guruvayoor! You are
the fittest One for the title of “Bhagavan.”

Commentary D1S10
“ÃßV1}Û®n§Ãß !yº}Ûß}Û !” Mura was the trusted lieutenant of Narakasura.
By addressing the Lord as “Murahara " or “ the destroyer of Mura", it is implied
that the Lord, the slayer of Narakasura as well as Mura, is capable of destroying
the sins of those who are consigned to “Naraka” or Hell. By addressing Him as
“V1}Û®n§”, the in-dweller of “Vatagara” or the human body in the form of
Jivatman, the poet signifies that there is no doubt that it is the very same Lord
who is the life-force (Jivatman) throbbing in the human body (V1}Û) as well.
In other words, the author is trying to emphasise the identity of the Jivatman
with Paramatman.
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“O Lord! It is Your Godliness ‘ &Ãz¬’, the state of being «}Û (the Supreme
Power) that has been responsible for allocating different portfolios to other
Gods like Brahma, Sankara, etc. Brahma is the Creator and Lord Sankara is the
destroyer as per Your command. In other words, You are the Supreme
Commander and other Gods are but Your subordinates. Therefore, Your
Godliness has the highest authority and is complete in all respects.”
“Your ‘ ¶z¬ ’(might, prowess, or heroic lustre) surpasses every other God's. It
is said that Gods like Brahma conquer others and subjugate others' energies, but
before Your lustre, theirs is like that of a firefly in the presence of a thousand
suns.”
“Your z’ (fame, glory, reputation) is incomparable to others' in view of the
fact that it is as snow-white and transparent as Suddha-sattva by which You are
made of. Your divine qualities and actions are so flawless that Your glory is
equally clean and even superior to that of other Gods like Brahma and Sankara
who are embodiments of the Rajo- and Tamo-gunas respectively.
A close
examination of the exploits of other Gods in mythology would point out certain
flaws, for example, ‘ pÌBp®Vª\ºÚ®ßV}ªÛ lÚÖVh½Úpm°V: Bhag. III-31/36’. and ‘
<ª \ºÚ®ßV}ªÛ Vn· zyx½ ß}ÛV· yn”: Bhag: III-12/28. (Brahma, seeing the
beautiful form of his own daughter, was afflicted by lust!). Such and many
other negative traits could be pointed out in respect of the other Gods. But Your
pristine pure glory is indeed flawless and is being sung without exaggeration by
one and all, including those yogis who are totally detached and have nothing
material to gain, being prompted only by Your divine and noble qualities.”
“Goddess Lakshmi, whose name is synonymous with ‘ ¶’, (Beauty, affluence,
auspiciousness) and who is normally associated with unsteadiness, has made her
abode in Your bosom, thereby rendering You, the real abode of her virtues too!”
“Your ‘ Dnª’, knowledge is far superior to all other Gods’. You are omniscient,
in the know of everything. The very fact that the other gods are not fully aware
of what You are and You are fully aware of what they are, goes to prove the
point that Your knowledge is far superior to that of all others.”
“In the trait of ‘Ç}Û1zª’ (renunciation, detachment), You are peerless. Totally
detached in Your creative activity, there is absolutely no talk about your
having any special relationships or worldly ties with anyone,’ ‘ &Ãz«zy1Ìz
¶z«zz®z DnÇ}Û1zzÃÇUUªx1V¶}ÛU ’ : V.P. VI-5/74.
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Therefore, my Lord, You are, in view of satisfying all the six conditions stated
above, namely, 1. ‘&Ãz¬ ’, (Aiswaryam or Godliness), 2. ‘ ¶z¬ ’ (Veeryam or
prowess) 3. ‘ z’ (Yasas or Glory ), 4. ‘ ¶ ’ Sree, or Beauty, affluence,
auspiciousness), 5. ‘ Dnª’ (Jnanam orKnowledge) and 6. ‘ Ç}Û1z’ (Vairagya
or renunciation) all these qualities collectively called ‘ x1 ’ (Bhaga), the
only God qualifying to be referred to as ‘x1n§’ (Bhagavan).’ ”
In practice, the term "Bhagavan" is commonly used in connection with most of
the gods, irrespective of whether they qualify fully or not. Although not
technically correct, it has come into common usage. At the same time, there
must be someone fully and unreservedly entitled for the same. That is Lord
Vishnu and Vishnu alone.
“O Lord Guruvayoorappa! Of such greatness are You! Humanity is indeed
blessed with Your benign presence, the divine vitality of Pure Sattva-guna
protecting the whole Universe, residing at the shrine of Guruvayoor, attracting
the devotees and showering blessings on them! Do destroy my ailments!”

THUS ENDS DASAKAM ONE ENTITLED
“THE GLORY OF THE LORD”
OF SRIMAD NARAYANEEYAM,
THE QUINTESSENCE OF
SRIMAD BHAGAVATA MAHAPURANAM.
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